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Since the discovery of the first exoplanet orbiting a Sun-like star in 1995, 51 Pegasi b, over
3,000 confirmed planets orbiting stars outside of our own solar system have been found. The state-
of-the-art technology for exoplanet direct imaging are the MKIDs currently being developed at
UCSB in the group of Professor Ben Mazin. The MKIDs we fabricate here at UCSB are cryogenic
superconducting detectors that can determine the energy of individual photons to a resolution, E

�E ,
of 6 to 8 at 1 micron and their arrival time to within a microsecond. This is with neither the read
noise nor dark current experienced by charge-coupled devices (CCDs) which are the incumbent
photon detection technology.

Each MKID pixel is a planar LC resonant circuit where a superconducting inductor acts as
the photosensitive region. When a photon strikes the inductor, it breaks up Cooper pairs in the
material which changes the inductance. This in turn changes the resonant frequency of the pixel
which can be measured as a change in phase by room temperature readout electronics.

The theoretical energy resolution for an MKID pixel, allowed by the quasiparticle generation
statistics of the superconducting film, is about 100 at 400 nm. This resolution is reduced to the
values of 6 to 8 that we observe due to quantum TLS (two-level system) noise and readout amplifier
noise, in roughly equal measure [1, 2]. Specifically, the addition of this noise increases �E, resulting
in a decrease in the overall energy resolution.

This Worster project is an e↵ort to decrease the TLS noise and get the energy resolution of
MKIDs closer to the theoretical limit. The approach we will take to achieve this goal is to clean
and then recrystallize the substrate in-situ immediately prior to the sputter deposition of the
superconducting film. This treatment is performed by exposing the substrate to activated oxygen
(including ozone, ionized, and elemental oxygen) and has been shown to increase the internal
quality factors of superconducting resonators by a factor of 2 compared to a control [3]. Since the
underlying energy dissipation in a resonator is a limiting factor for both the noise and the quality
factor, we would like to see if the treatment will, in fact, decrease the noise as it increases the
quality factor.

We will fabricate four di↵erent MKID test devices – one control device with neither an oxygen
clean nor and anneal performed, one device that is just annealed, one device that is just oxygen
cleaned, and one device that is both oxygen cleaned and annealed. Jason will be taught how to
fabricate the devices by assisting in the sputter deposition of the superconducting film in our Broida
lab. He will also work with us in the UCSB nanofabrication facility on the lithography and etch
steps as well as on the film characterization.

Jason will be taught how to mount the fabricated test devices into boxes using a wire bonder
and how to install them into our dilution refrigerator. Using a network analyzer, he will input
a microwave probe tone into each of the devices to record the transmission (S21) though each
resonator in order to measure its quiescent quality factor and resonant frequency. Prior to the
Worster funding, during the spring quarter, he will be trained and familiarized with these systems
to be able to perform these tasks independently.

Jason, who has already grown proficient in python coding over the course of the two years he
has worked with us, will make some modifications to existing python instrument control code to
allow for the acquisition and analysis of the noise data he needs.

Finally, Jason will accompany the graduate student to the UCSB nanofabrication facility to
perform atomic force microscopy (AFM) and X-ray di↵raction (XRD) studies of the di↵erent su-
perconducting films. This is to determine if any macroscopic improvements or di↵erences can be
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Figure 1: Summary of Jason Corbin’s Worster project time-line

seen on the surfaces of the di↵erent devices.
A summary of Jason’s project time-line can be seen in Figure 1.
During the course of this project, Jason will gain experience with various pieces of laboratory

equipment and techniques including sputter deposition, lithography, microwave signal processing,
and implementing computational fitting methods. These are common experimental physics tech-
niques and so will be invaluable as he seeks to advance his career in physics and apply to graduate
school next year.

In addition to increasing the quality of MKID detectors, and possibly discovering publishable
results, the goal of this project is to have Jason become a more experienced researcher. I will train
Jason on all of the necessary equipment for this project and perform some of the more di�cult
analysis techniques such as AFM. I will also meet with Jason at least once a week to discuss
progress, any questions he might have, and to go over next steps.

As a graduate student, it is not just my goal to be available to answer questions and provide
assistance, but also to give Jason the tools to be able to independently perform as much of this
project as possible. This way he will have the experience to better transition from undergraduate
to graduate research next year.
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